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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 

To NSG Members: 

I want to focus on the upcoming SEG International 
Exposition and Seventy-Third Annual Meeting in Dallas 
(October 26-31) with my brief message for this summer 
edition of the NSG Newsletter. 

For the Dallas meeting, your Executive Board is currently in 
the process of (1) providing a slate of NSG officer candidates 

for your consideration – the results of that pending election revealed at our annual 
NSG Meeting on Tuesday, October 28th, (2) filling the co-chairpersons for the three 
NSG Oral Sessions of the Technical Program (there is one Poster Session as well), 
and (3) finalizing selection of the two annual awards of the NSG Section -- the Hal 
Mooney Award and the Frank Frischknecht Award. 

I want to fill in the “TBA” item you will find in the SEG’s Annual Meeting 
Announcement concerning the Near-Surface Geophysics Section Annual Meeting 
venue.  It will occur at Landry’s Seafood House, Dallas – West End located at 306 
North Market Street in downtown Dallas, not far from convention activities, the 
DART light-rail line, and many of the convention hotels.  The date is Tuesday, 
October 28th, and the meeting will begin with a cash bar at 6:30 PM, followed by the 
business meeting at 7 PM, which will be followed in turn by a buffet dinner at about 
7:30 PM.  This dinner is complimentary to all NSG Section members. 

Also, I want to reiterate the call of informing geophysics students about our NSG 
Travel Grants that enable students to travel to the SEG Annual Meeting.  I was 
hoping that we could double the number of grants issued last year for travel to Salt 
Lake City.  However, our Secretary, Diana Dana, informs me about applicants, and 
we have a way to go to reach this goal.  For information about our NSG Student 
Travel Grant Program (and much more information about NSG) go to our website at 
http://nsgs.seg.org/.  Calendar deadlines for these applications have been essentially 
eliminated, within practical reason. 

I hope to see you in Dallas in October! 

Steve Danbom 
President, NSG Section of SEG 
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NSG Annual Meeting 

The annual meeting of the NSG will be held at the SEG Annual Convention on 
October 28, 2003 starting (cash bar) at 6:30 pm at Landry's Seafood House at 306 N. Market 
Street in Dallas.  The business meeting will be at 7:00 pm followed by a buffet dinner at 7:30 
pm.  Dinner is complementary to all active NSG members.  
 

Review into Methods for Mapping Salinity 

The Australian government is conducting a review into methods for mapping salinity, called 
the  "Review of Salinity Mapping Methods in the Australian Context". The review, under the 
auspices of  Environment Australia (EA) and Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Australia 
(AFFA), will evaluate the full range of methods for mapping the extent and severity of 
salinity in Australian landscapes. 

The review is aimed at establishing an up-to-date position statement of the use, range and 
effectiveness of technologies for mapping salinity. The review will report on the range of 
mapping technologies used to support salinity management and multi-scale decision-making. 
The report is designed to fulfil the needs of a range of potential stakeholders in mapping, 
including catchment and regional natural resource managers, state, territory and 
Commonwealth government agencies, scientists, and vendors of mapping methods and 
systems. 

Guidelines for submissions are given at 
http://www.lwa.gov.au/downloads//Sub_Brief_RSMMA.pdf  

Interested parties should send submissions to:  
Ms Lillian Cheung  
Department of Geomatics  
University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010 Australia  
Email: lwmc@unimelb.edu.au  
with documents clearly marked: "Review of salinity mapping methods in the Australian 
Context".  

Late submissions are welcome, but may not be included in the initial draft report.  A public 
forum on the draft report will be held by the joint Academies of Science, and Technological 
Sciences and Engineering, in mid-October. 

 

NSG in The Leading Edge 
The September 2003 issue of The Leading Edge features a special section on GPR in 
unconsolidated and consolidated sediments. Harry Jol and Roger Young are the co-editors. 
Articles come from the SEG2002 meeting poster session by the same name. Make sure you 
go back and take a look if you missed it! 
 
 
 



NEAR-SURFACE VIEWS 

Near-Surface Views is created 
by the Near-Surface 
Geophysics Section of the 
Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists to convey 
information of common 
interest to people working in 
near-surface geophysics. 

Past issues of the newsletter 
(in color) are available at 
http://nsgs.seg.org/. 

To be effective, Near-Surface 
Views requires the 
contribution of information 
from a variety of sources.  If 
you have an item to 
communicate to other 
members of the near-surface 
geophysics community, please 
send it to the Editor.  All 
contributions are welcome.  
The Editor reserves the right to 
reject items that are felt to be 
too highly commercial or 
technically inappropriate. 

ALL SUBMISSIONS 
SHOULD BE SENT 
DIRECTLY TO THE 
EDITOR.   

Submissions for the next 
newsletter should be sent by 
November 15th. 

 

 

NSG & EEGS 

The NSG and EEGS are 
actively pursuing common 
areas of interest and 
cooperation.  If any one has 
comments or ideas on areas of 
cooperation, please contact 
Steve Danbom at 713-937-
7530 or 
steve.danbom@worldnet.att.net. 

Extracts from the introduction to the Special Section on GPR 
The shallow subsurface of the earth is vital to the well being of humankind. It is the source of 
many of our resources and of ground water.  Where we excavate from the earth, how we build 
on it, and where we dispose of waste in it are of increasing concern as the global population 
grows. The associated need to locate objects or geological structures in the shallow subsurface 
in a non-invasive way is a challenge that is being met by geophysics, which has provided a 
range of geophysical methods and instruments suited for this purpose. One of the most 
successful of these methods is ground penetrating radar (GPR), a non-seismic means of 
subsurface probing, which uses electromagnetic waves.  

From the early days of GPR, the method has also been used to characterize physical 
properties of the subsurface itself and to image geological structures within. Enormous 
advances in GPR data acquisition, computational analysis, and visualization of results have 
occurred in the past decade. Many of the recent GPR advances within the geological sciences 
have been published in a wide variety of journals, international GPR conference proceedings, 
and the recently released volume, Ground Penetrating Radar in Sediments by the Geological 
Society of London. But for those geoscientists having limited access to this literature, the 
mushrooming of GPR activity in imaging geological features may be less apparent. In order to 
spread the word, Harry Jol and I organized a GPR poster session at the 2002 SEG meeting in 
Salt Lake City.  The articles in this month’s special section, Ground Penetrating Radar in 
Unconsolidated and Consolidated Sediments, come from that poster session.  

The purpose of the poster session was to demonstrate the sub-seismic stratigraphic detail that 
can be seen in excellent GPR images from a number of near-surface structures. Articles in the 
present special section span a diverse group of geological situations, and the geological 
structures have quite different lithologies and degrees of consolidation. The data processing in 
the articles also represents different degrees of computational effort. In the first article, van 
Dam et al. reveal the internal structure of a large, active star dune from New Zealand. They 
recognize three phases of dune development in these extraordinary images. Nielsen et al. use 
GPR data from a typical carbonate mound structure found onshore in Denmark and Sweden to 
build a model of a larger mound complex. Modeling demonstrate that the fine-structure 
established by high-frequency GPR determines the response of this complex at lower seismic 
frequencies. Their seismic modeling predicts features observed on nearby marine seismic 
data. Pipan et al. illustrate the improved image resulting from pre-stack processing of multi-
fold GPR data from an alluvial sequence in Italy. Their processing includes wavelet transform 
techniques, deconvolution tests, and pre-stack time migration, and the authors compare their 
derived velocity field to the result of an associated 3-D resistivity inversion. The frequency-
dependence of GPR images from the Early Jurassic Navajo sandstone of Zion National Park 
is studied by Jol et al. Radar images of the consolidated Navajo sandstone reveal detailed 
stratigraphy just as does the active dune studied by van Dam et al. In another outcrop study, 
Staggs et al. show that GPR can be used to recognize facies in the deepwater turbidite channel 
sandstones of the Cretaceous-age Lewis Shale. GPR is then used to extrapolate geologic 
control from outcrop mapping into the subsurface.  

Though few in number, we believe the articles in this special section represent a range of  
GPR imaging success stories at a sub-seismic scale of resolution, and will be of special 
interest to exploration seismologists. 

Roger Adams Young & Harry M. Jol 

Poster Session Co-Chairmen 

 

 
 
 
 
 



NSG WEB SITE 
Don’t forget to add your input 
at the NSG Section site 
(http://nsgs.seg.org). 

You can send information 
about “Calls for Papers” or 
other announcements to be 
posted on the web or included 
in the newsletter. 

Stay involved! 
 
 
EDITOR'S NOTE 

If you are an equipment, 
software, or system developer / 
manufacturer and want to see 
your ads in the newsletter, 
please contact the Editor at 
d.rehmeyer@geospec-llc.com.  
With membership including 
researchers, academia, and 
consultants, you don't want to 
miss an opportunity to 
advertise your latest 
developments. 
 
 
NSG ADVERTISING 

Advertisements can be placed 
in the Near-Surface Views.  
For advertising information 
contact the Editor. 

Advertising Rates/Issue 
 ¼ Page 
 $50 (3.25” x 4.25”) 

 ½ Page 
 $100 (3.75” x 6.5”) 
 or (3.25” x 9.0”) 

 Full Page 
 $200 (7.0” x 9.0”) 

 Business Card 
 Four (4) Insertions 
 $150 (2.0” x 3.75”) 

NS2004:  Near-Surface Geophysics Focus at AGU (American Geophysical 
Union) 2004 Spring Meeting 

The AGU Spring Meeting, a Joint Assembly of AGU and the Canadian Geophysical Union 
(CGU), is being held May 17-21, 2004 in Montreal (for more information see 
http://www.agu.org/meetings/sm04/).  The theme of the meeting is Science Serving Society.  
A highlight of the meeting is a focus on near-surface geophysics that will involve two to three 
days of sessions, bringing together geophysicists from different countries and professional 
societies under the banner: Geophysics - Finding Solutions.  This near-surface focus, 
referred to as NS2004, is a collaborative effort with participation and support from AGU, 
SEG (Society of Exploration Geophysicists), EEGS (Environmental and Engineering 
Geophysical Society), and the Near Surface Geosciences Division of EAGE (European Assoc. 
of Geoscientists and Engineers). 

The NS2004 near-surface geophysics sessions are intended to:  

1) cross professional-society and international boundaries to bring together, in Montreal, a 
large component of the near-surface geophysics community. 

 2) communicate to others (the end-users of our information such as hydrologists, 
environmental scientists and engineers, government agencies) the value and importance of 
geophysics in finding solutions.  

The current list of sessions is: 

Near-Surface Geophysics: Evaluation and Management of Water Resources 

Near-Surface Geophysics: Contaminant Hydrology 

Near-Surface Geophysics: Analysis of Hazards  

Near-Surface Geophysics: Evaluation of Transportation and Resource Infrastructure 

 Near-Surface Geophysics: Climate Change and Earth's Surficial Processes 

Each topic will be covered over one half-day at the meeting; so we are currently planning two 
and a half days for NS2004.  All of the full presentations will take place in poster sessions. 
For each topic, however, we will start with a short oral session.  This oral session will include 
an introduction to the topic for which we are exploring geophysical approaches/solutions, and 
a 2-minute, 2-slide, advertisement for each poster. The poster “advertisement” will serve to 
interest other geophysicists in the poster but will also communicate the "serving society" and 
“finding solutions” role of the work to the non-geophysicists in the audience. 

For more information, please contact any member of the NS2004 planning committee:  

Jeff Daniels (jeff@geology.ohio-state.edu), Rosemary Knight (rknight@pangea.stanford.edu), 
Louise Pellerin (Pellerin01@aol.com), Susan Hubbard (sshubbard@lbl.gov), Klaus Holliger 
(klaus@aug.ig.erdw.ethz.ch), Pat Berge (berge1@llnl.gov), Jeff Wynn (jwynn@usgs.gov), 
Greg Baker (gbaker@geology.buffalo.edu), Michel Chouteau (chouteau@geo.polymtl.ca), 
Susan McGeary (smcgeary@Udel.EDU), Tony Endres (alendres@sciborg.uwaterloo.ca), 
Estella Atekwana (atekwana@umr.edu), Jonathan Franklin (jfrank@pangea.stanford.edu), 
Christophe Darnault (cdarnault@eetinc.com). 

For up-to-date information on NS2004, please go to:  
http://pangea.stanford.edu/GP/faculty/rknight/NSComm.html   and select "Upcoming 
Events/Conferences". 

Rosemary Knight, Dept. of Geophysics, Stanford University (rknight@stanford.edu) 



2003 Near Surface Geophysics Section BALLOT 
 

Please Check One Box for Each Office 
President Elect  

 
Thomas Dobecki 
SDII Global Corporation 
Florida, USA 

 
 
(Write-in) ___________________________________ 
 

Vice-President  

 
Louise Pellerin, Ph.D. 
Green Engineering, Inc.  
California, USA 

 
 
(Write-in) ___________________________________ 
 

Treasurer  

 
Michael Knoll, Ph.D. 
Boise State University 
Idaho, USA 

 
 
(Write-in) ___________________________________ 
 

Secretary  

 
Klaus Holliger, Ph.D. 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) 
Zurich, Switzerland 

 
 
(Write-in) ___________________________________ 
 

Newsletter Editor  

 
Deborah Underwood 
Geometrics, Inc. 
California, USA 

 
 
(Write-in) ___________________________________ 
 

Web Editor  

 
Thomas Jordan, Ph.D. 
University at Buffalo 
New York, USA 

 
 
(Write-in) ___________________________________ 
 

 
Return by mail, Fax, or Email to: Diana Dana (Secretary, Near Surface Geophysics Section) 

Rice University, Department of Earth Science 
6100 Main Street, MS 126, 77005 
Tel: 713.348.4880 
Fax: 713.348.5214 
Email: danad@rice.edu 



 
Information about the Candidates on the 2003 Ballot 

 
Tom Dobecki is Principal Geophysicist with SDII Global Corporation of Tampa, Florida.  He has over thirty years of near-surface 
geophysics experience including the Colorado School of Mines faculty, Sandia National Laboratories, and Senior Project management 
positions with major geotechnical engineering firms.  He has been Principal Investigator on a wide variety of international projects 
including the National Superconducting Super Collider, the Montreal Olympic Stadium/Velodrome, surveys of the Sphinx and 
Pyramids in Egypt, the Tunnel Detection (Active Seismic) program (USDOD), BTC Pipeline Project (Republic of Georgia), and the 
investigation of the collapse of the Retsof Salt mine (New York) – the largest salt mine in the Western Hemisphere.  He is a member 
of SEG (Current Near-Surface section VP), EEGS, and past member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Applied Geophysics. 
 
Louise Pellerin is the geophysical manager for Green Engineering, Inc. in Anchorage, Alaska, working with all aspects of electrical 
and electromagnetic methods.  Her home office is in Berkeley, California.  She received her BS degree from the University of 
California, Berkeley and her MS and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Utah - all in geophysics.  She has over 25 years experience 
in exploration geophysics, including positions as a research geophysicist with the US Geological Survey and a visiting professor at the 
University of Aarhus, Denmark.  Louise is an associate editor for electromagnetics for Geophysics and the EAGE Near Surface 
Geophysics journals. 
 
Michael Knoll is a Research Professor in the Center for Geophysical Investigation of the Shallow Subsurface (CGISS) at Boise State 
University.  He holds a B.Sc. in Environmental Science from Haverford College, a M.Sc. in Exploration Geophysics from Stanford 
University, and a Ph.D. in Earth and Ocean Sciences from the University of British Columbia (1996).  He has worked as a computer 
scientist for the Environmental Protection Agency, an exploration geophysicist for Exxon, and a hydrogeophysicist for the USGS 
Branch of Geophysical Applications and Support.  In 1996, he joined the faculty at Boise State University.  His research interests 
include radar and seismic imaging of the shallow subsurface, tomography, petrophysics, aquifer characterization, time-lapse 
monitoring of fluid flow and mass transport, and quantifying the resolution and uncertainty of geophysical data.  He is an active 
member of AGU, EEGS (served as Vice-President from 2001-2003), SEG and NSG, and he is committed to furthering the growth and 
development of near-surface geophysics. 
 
Klaus Hollinger received MSc and PhD degrees in geophysics from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich and a 
postgraduate degree in economics from the University of London.  He did a 3-year postdoc at Rice University (Houston, Texas) and 
worked for extended periods at the U.S. Geological Survey (Menlo Park, California), Imperial College (U.K.), and  Cambridge 
University (U.K.).  In 1994 he joined the ETH's newly founded Applied and Environmental Geophysics Group as a lecturer, became 
senior  lecturer in 1996 and was named professor in 2002.  Klaus was awarded the ETH-Medal for his MSc thesis, a Paul-Niggli-
Foundation Fellowship for his PhD thesis and the Latsis Prize  for his more recent work.  Klaus is broadly interested and has worked 
and  published in a wide variety of fields, including gravimetry, seismology,  geodynamics, and ocean acoustics.  Currently, his main 
research interests  are seismic and electromagnetic wave propagation phenomena in the shallow subsurface, computational 
geophysics, geostatistics, and "hydrogeophysics.”  Together with John Goff (University of Texas) he has also recently published a 
book on the nature of heterogeneity in the lithosphere. 
 
Deborah Underwood is currently in her 5th year as a Senior Geophysicist at Geometrics, Inc. in California.  Prior to Geometrics, she 
worked with the Seismic Hazards Group at the USGS and at Landmark Graphics in Colorado.  She earned her M.S. in Near-Surface 
Geophysics from UC Santa Cruz in 1998 and her B.S. in Geology from UC Santa Barbara in 1993. 
 
Tom Jordan is an instructor and adjunct research faculty at the University at Buffalo.  He has 16 years experience working in the 
engineering and environmental consulting industry as a geophysicist, geologist, and hydrogeologist and maintains professional 
licenses in six states.  Tom has a Ph.D. from the University at Buffalo, a M.S. from the State University of New York at Fredonia, and 
a B.A. from Alfred University, Alfred, New York.  His research interests involve innovative applications of near surface geophysics 
for environmental, hydrogeological, structural, and archeological investigations.  Current research involves amplitude and phase 
variation with offset (APVO) analysis of ground penetrating radar (GPR) data for identification of non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) 
in the subsurface. 
 
 
 



 
 

 





The G-858 MagMapper™ offers superior speed,
reliability and ease of use for all magnetometer
survey projects, but that's not all.
It also serves as a digital data acquisition system for the OhmMapper™
resistivity system, the MetalMapper™ metal detector, Geonics EM61
and integrates seamlessly with a GPS for a complete, 
multi-parameter mapping system, for the fastest,
easiest, and most accurate geophysical surveys.
Mapping and interpretation software turns your PC
into a personal interactive geophysical workstation.

For mineral exploration, UXO surveys, hazardous
waste, utility locating, archeology, void detection, 
and geological mapping, there's no better combina-
tion than the MagMapper™ system.  Great plotting
and modeling software and valuable case histories 
are available free on our website.

OhmMapper non-contact
resistivity system. Fast, easy
resistivity without stakes.

Since 1969
2190 Fortune Drive • San Jose, California 95131 • USA • Tel: (408) 954-0522

FAX: (408) 954-0902 • E-mail: sales@mail.geometrics.com • www.geometrics.com 

Cesium magnetometer
integrated with GPS for
efficient data collection.

MetalMapper,™
the first metal
detector to work
in magnetic soil.

MagPick™ software offers
profile analysis and calcu-
lation of depth to target.

Only one magnetometer
can give you all this!



www.geometrics.com                      Since 1969

The new 24-bit Geode™ II is the 
most versatile and cost-effective
seismograph you will ever own.
Rugged enough to be dropped or
submerged, small and light enough
to throw in your suitcase with your
laptop, the Geode also expands to
over 1000 channels for 2-D and 3-D
acquisition. Suitable for all surveys –
refraction, reflection, downhole, and
tomography – you can also use the
Geode’s intelligent self-triggering for
earthquake, vibration, and injection
monitoring. 

2190 Fortune Drive, San Jose, CA 95131 USA • (408) 954-0522 • Fax: (408) 954-0902
Email: sales@mail.geometrics.com 

Geode modules deploy close to geophones
for best signal quality and reduced 
cable costs. Comprehensive on-
board processing and analysis 
software lets you verify data quality in 
the field so you can make best use of 
your time. 

And the Geode comes with a 3-year
warranty backed by Geometrics, 
now in our 32nd year of prompt, 
knowledgeable customer 
support.

Connects to any 
laptop or desktop PC

Why One Seis Fits All.

• Includes 3 to 24 channels per 8 lb (3.5 kg) box,
expandable to over 1000 channels on multiple lines

• Uses inexpensive, Ethernet between Geodes:
standard protocol means easy interfacing

• Samples from 16 µs to 20 ms for widest
bandwidth, highest resolution

• Includes high-speed hardware correlator for
Vibroseis or MiniSosie surveys

• Tests geophones, cables, and instrumentation
• Passes MIL810E shock and vibration specification

Connects to the new Geometrics
StrataVisor™ NZ seismograph



 





Near-Surface Geophysics Section of the SEG 
Membership Application 

 
 
The Near-Surface Geophysics (NSG) Section of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists is a professional organization chartered by 
the SEG to promote the rigorous practice of the science of shallow-earth geophysics. 

Class of Membership  (check one; SEG membership NOT required): 
 _____ Active Membership1  $10.00  Includes quarterly newsletter 
 _____ Affiliate Membership2  $10.00  Includes quarterly newsletter 
 _____ Student Membership3  $  6.00  Includes quarterly newsletter 
 
I am currently a member in good standing of the SEG:  _____YES    _____NO 
[NOTE: If not a member of SEG, list the names of two NSG or SEG sponsors or attach a current resume.] 
 
I have enclosed my check made payable to “Near-Surface Geophysics Section” or my cash payment for U.S. $________ or have 
arranged for payment by credit card as outlined below*. 
 
Name: __________________________________ Position: _____________________________ 
Company/affiliation:____________________________________________________________ 
Preferred mailing address: ________________________________________________________ 
City: _______________________State:________Country: ______________Postal Code: _____ 
Telephone4:  (         )_________________________FAX:   (        )________________________ 
E-Mail:  ______________________________________________________________________ 

(Please PRINT or TYPE all responses above) 
 
 Primary type of application:  Expertise (check all that apply): 
 ___  Engineering Geophysics   ___  Borehole Geophysics 
 ___  Environmental Geophysics  ___  Electrical 
 ___  Groundwater Geophysics  ___  Electromagnetic 
 ___  Mining Geophysics   ___  Gravity 
 ___  Petroleum    ___  Radar 
 ___  Research    ___  Radiometric 
 ___  Academic/Training   ___  Magnetics 
 ___  Government Admin./Regulatory  ___  Seismic 
 ___  Other _______________________ ___  Other _______________________ 
 
*Return this form with your payment to:   
NSGS, c/o the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) Business Office, P.O. Box 702740, Tulsa, OK, 74170-2740 USA 
Tel:  (918) 497-5574,  FAX:  (918) 497-5565.   Thank You.   Method of Payment (check one): 

_____Check _____Discover  _____Cash  
_____Visa _____Mastercard  _____Amex  Amount  $____________ 

    
Credit Card Number:  _______________________________             Exp. Date:  _______________ 

          Month        Year 
_____________________________________ 
Signature only if paying by credit card 

 
_______ 

1  Geophysicists & SEG member or sponsored by 2 NSG or SEG members.  See NSG Bylaws III.1.a. for details.  
2  Interest in NSG & SEG member or sponsored by 2 NSG or SEG members.  See Bylaws III.1.b. for details. 
3  A student member must attach a statement signed by a professor in his or her academic department indicating he/she 
    is a registered student at the time of mailing of this application. 
4  Please include country and city telephone codes, if applicable. 
 


